




The Dunham Massey Estate is a remarkable 
survival of a landscape that is rich in history and 
which has, for the most part, survived intact, 
despite being on the urban fringe of Manchester. 
Today it forms one of the National Trust’s 
most cherished and popular visitor attractions. 
However, this leisure use is a recent phenomenon, 
as for many centuries the estate was a working 
landscape, populated by farmsteads, but with 
the hall as the ‘jewel in the crown’ set within a 
carefully managed and ornamented parkland.  

Over the last two decades, various pieces of 
archaeological investigation and recording have 
been undertaken in the parkland adjacent to the hall and across the wider estate. Much of this work 
is unknown to National Trust members and the wider public, so it is very pleasing to see the results 
of these incredibly varied archaeological projects set out in this popular account, which forms part of 
the Greater Manchester’s Past Revealed series. 

The archaeology is put in context, as this booklet describes the historical development of the estate 
and its buildings. This study is based on the physical remains, supported by map evidence and the 
extraordinarily detailed oblique aerial views painted in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It 
is so useful to have this richly illustrated, easy-to-read account of Dunham Massey, which I hope will 
give pleasure and understanding to the park’s many visitors.
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Introduction

The Dunham Massey Estate covers more than 3000 acres, forming a magnifi cent rural landscape 
that historically lay in Cheshire. It has passed through the hands of several infl uential families, 
including the de Mascys, the Booths, and latterly the Greys, who all contributed signifi cantly to 
the rich history of the estate. Following the death of Robert Grey, the tenth Earl of Stamford, in 
1976, in the estate was acquired by the National Trust, which has since managed and conserved 
this immensely important historic property. 

Today, the estate straddles the border of Cheshire East and Greater Manchester, with the 
majority of its land falling within the Metropolitan Borough of Trafford. The estate lies to the 
west of Hale and Altrincham, and to the south of Carrington Moss. It contains the villages of 
Sinderland Green, Dunham Woodhouses, and Dunham Town, all in Trafford, and Little Bollington, 
which lies in Cheshire East. The estate is bisected by the River Bollin and the Bridgewater Canal, 
and also historically by a wetland area known as Sinderland Moss, although this was drained 
gradually between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries. Other former wetland areas, or 
mosses, that once lay within the estate include Seamons and Woolley Moss.

The large stately home of Dunham Hall forms the centrepiece of the estate, which also contains 17 
working farms and 111 cottages. The impressive hall dates largely to the early eighteenth century, 
when Sir George Booth, the second Earl of Warrington, was resident, though it was restored in the 
early twentieth century. The hall is bounded by a moat and a formal garden, and it is set within 
the Old Park, a 230-acre deer park that had been established by the mid-fourteenth century. It was 
replanted extensively in the early eighteenth century as part of Sir George Booth’s comprehensive 
refurbishment of the estate, making an important contribution to the estate’s historic signifi cance. 

The west wing of Dunham Hall, 
overlooking the moat
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A second park, known as the New Park, lies to the north-east. The origins of this park can be traced 
to the fi fteenth century, though it was probably landscaped and planted in the mid-eighteenth 
century. It has been occupied since 1960 by the Dunham Forest Golf Club, and is considered by 
many to be one of the most picturesque championship golf courses in the county.

The Old Park contains several important historic buildings in addition to Dunham Hall. These 
include a cluster of buildings immediately to the west and south-west of the hall, comprising 
the carriage house and stables, Barn Cottages, originally a barn, and an associated stable, which  
all date to the early eighteenth century. Immediately to their south is the watermill, which was 
built in the early seventeenth century. The wellhouse and orangery, both dating to the eighteenth 
century, lie to the east of the hall, whilst further to the east are the slaughterhouse and deer barn, 
again built in the eighteenth century, and the charcoal lodge, which was erected in the early 
twentieth century. 









































Plan of Dunham Hall and the Old and New Parks
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Reconstructing the Estate’s History
Dunham Massey has a long and rich history, stretching back some 6000 years, although it is 
the later development of the area that can be reconstructed in some detail. In particular, the 
evolution of the estate from the fourteenth century onwards can be deduced from the wealth 
of surviving documents known collectively as the Stamford Papers. This important collection 
was left to the National Trust following the death of the tenth Earl of Stamford in 1976, and has 
now been comprehensively catalogued. It includes court rolls, lease agreements, account books, 
valuation books, plans, correspondence and diaries, which allows a detailed reconstruction of 
the history of Dunham Hall, and provides a fascinating insight of life on the estate. 

In addition to the Stamford Papers, numerous cartographers surveyed the estate during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and their mapping allows the evolution of the landscape 
to be considered. A few of these maps, including a county survey produced by Peter Burdett 
in 1777, show the hall and the form of the historic plantings within the Old and New Parks in 
some detail.

Surveys of the wider estate were produced in 1757 and 1761, and depict in some detail the rural 
landscape just to the north-west of the Old Park, and to the west, across Little Bollington. These 

were carried out 
immediately prior to 
the construction of the 
Bridgewater Canal, 
and plot its intended 
route across the estate. 
The canal opened in 
1776, providing a 
crucial transport link 
between Manchester 
and Runcorn, and 
included impressive 
aqueducts over the 
River Bollin and 
Woodhouse Lane.



















Plan of 1761, showing the proposed 
route of the Bridgewater Canal
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Nineteenth-century maps that 
show the hall and the two parks 
include the county maps produced 
by W Swire and W F Hutchins 
in 1829, and A Bryant in 1831, 
as well as a map of the Dunham 
Massey township, surveyed in 
1839. This latter map allowed the 
church to estimate the amount of 
money (tithe) that it was owed by 
the local landowners, and provides 
an accurate survey of each fi eld 
within the township, along with 
the fi eld name, its owner and 
occupier. The hall, its immediate 
grounds, and the wider estate 
were surveyed in detail from the 
1870s onwards tby the Ordnance 
Survey as part of their county-
wide mapping programme.

Several remarkable paintings 
were also produced in the late 
seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, which afford bird’s-
eye views of Dunham Hall 
and portions of the Old Park. 
Wealthy owners of country 
houses often commissioned 
this style of painting, and 
they normally present detailed 
views of the house and the 
layouts of adjacent gardens 
and parks. 

Extract from the 1839 tithe map, showing 
Dunham Hall and the surrounding estate

Extract from Bryant’s Map of Cheshire of 1831
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The earliest of the Dunham Massey views dates to 1696, and was painted by the Dutch artist 
Adriaen Van Diest. This view is supplemented by a superb engraving dating to 1697, which 
appeared in a book called Britannia Illustrata. This was published in 1707 by the Dutch engravers/
painters Johannes Kip and Leonard Knyff, and contains bird’s-eye views over many of England’s 
country houses. Van Diest and Kip both captured the hall and its gardens prior to their substantial 
alteration in the eighteenth century by Sir George Booth, the second Earl of Warrington.  

In 1751, Sir George Booth commissioned the artist John Harris to paint four bird’s-eye views of 
the hall and Old Park, in order to show his extensive schemes of renovation and landscaping. These 
paintings are extremely detailed, showing not only the hall and the Old Park, but also including 
individual buildings, tree-lined avenues, water features, and even small monuments, fountains, 
and statues, and they perhaps represent the most important source of information regarding the 
form of Dunham Massey in the mid-eighteenth century. 

Johannes Kip’s 1697 engraving of 
Dunham Hall from the south-west
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An indication of the changes wrought to the estate during the fi rst half of the eighteenth century 
can be gained fairly easily by comparing these illustrations. It is noticeable, for instance, that 
the timber-framed buildings shown in the foreground of Kip’s engraving are absent from Harris’ 
paintings, suggesting that they had been demolished to enable new planting schemes. It should 
not be assumed without question, however, that Kip’s engraving and Harris’ paintings provide a 
wholly accurate depiction of the hall and its estate, and some caution should perhaps be exercised 
when using these fantastic images to construct an exact model of the estate. Indeed, it is possible 
that these artists had actually been commissioned to provide a visualisation of a landscaping 
scheme that was being considered, but not yet implemented. Nevertheless, elements depicted by 
Harris in the mid-eighteenth century, including the arrangement of the principal buildings and the 
layout of the planted trees and avenues, can be seen clearly in the modern landscape.

John Harris’ 1751 painting showing 
Dunham Hall from the west
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Exploring the Archaeology of the Estate
The Dunham Massey Estate has been the focus of numerous archaeological projects, which 
have investigated its below-ground remains and the standing structures. Some of the buried 
remains discovered on the estate date to the later prehistoric and Roman periods, which span the 
period between approximately 4000 cal BC and the mid-fi fth century AD. However, as may be 
anticipated, the majority of the archaeological discoveries on the estate relate to the medieval and 
post-medieval landscape, spanning the period from the eleventh to the nineteenth century.
 
The archaeological work across the Dunham Estate has occurred over a 35-year period, and has 
been undertaken variously by local amateur groups, professional archaeologists, and the National 
Trust’s own archaeologists. It has included surveys of the buildings across the estate, and also a 
comprehensive landscape survey of the Old and New Parks. This resulted in the production of a 
detailed contour map that shows subtle variations in the ground surface. Some of these variations 
represent former landscape features, which may refl ect Dunham Massey’s early eighteenth-
century history. Other surveys close to the hall have included a geophysical and borehole survey, 
which attempted to map and date the remains of a large mound, thought to represent a medieval 
earthwork, and a detailed survey of the cobbled stable yard.

Archaeological excavation has also been completed 
at numerous sites across the estate. The earliest 
of these were undertaken by the South Trafford 
Archaeological Group (STAG), a local amateur 
society, which carried out a small excavation at the 
site of an eighteenth-century sluice gate at Redmoor 
Covert in 1979. They also excavated a prehistoric 
barrow at Fairy Brow, Little Bollington, in 1983, and 
completed an excavation at Bollington Hall Farm 
in 1994. Other small-scale excavations undertaken 
in the early 1990s included those at Park Lane 
Cottages, an eighteenth-century farm building, and 
at the site of the old kennels, which lies immediately 
west of Dunham Hall. During the late 1990s, the 
National Trust’s Regional Archaeologist and a team 
of volunteers also investigated the sites of several 
monuments in the Old Park that are depicted on 
Harris’ 1751 bird’s-eye view paintings. 
































Location of the archaeological excavations 
across the Dunham Massey Estate
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Archaeological excavations across the estate 
gained momentum from 2000 onwards, 
particularly within the Old Park. In 2005, an 
excavation and survey was undertaken by the 
former University of Manchester Archaeological 
Unit (UMAU) across an early eighteenth-century 
water feature, situated to the north of the hall. 
This was followed in 2008-9 by larger-scale 
excavation, which again was completed by 
UMAU. This excavation lay to the north-west of the hall, and was intended to record any buried 
remains that would be affected by the creation of a new visitor car park. 

Another project in 2009 was led by the National Trust’s Regional Archaeologist, in conjunction 
with a local archaeological group, and involved the excavation of several trial trenches that 
targeted the sites of two former seventeenth/eighteenth-century buildings, lying to the west of the 
carriage houses and stable block. Further excavation across these buildings, supplemented by a 
geophysical survey, was undertaken in 2010 as part of a community archaeology project organised 
by the National Trust and the South Manchester Archaeological Research Team (SMART), with 
training workshops supplied by Oxford Archaeology North (OA North). 

Other archaeological work in the Old Park has involved close observation during construction, or 
during the rebuilding of historic structures. One of these ‘watching briefs’ was undertaken in 2006 
and 2007 during the rebuilding of a water channel, linking the watermill to the moat. More recently, 
in 2013, the development works required for the new visitor reception building were monitored by 
an archaeologist to ensure that any buried remains that were exposed during the excavation of new 
foundations were recorded appropriately.

  
This booklet presents a brief overview 
of the history of the estate, allied to the 
relevant archaeological discoveries. The 
evidence is arranged in chronological 
order, and highlights the rich history of 
this important National Trust property.

Excavation in progress within an area now 
covered by the visitor car park (GMAU Archive)

Buried remains revealed during a 
watching brief in 2006
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The earliest archaeological 
evidence for human activity 
on the Dunham Estate 
dates to the Neolithic 
period (c 4000 cal BC to 
c 2300 cal BC). This time 
period is characterised by 
the introduction of farming, 
associated with the clearance 
of woodland, and also the 
adoption of pottery and new 
types of fl int and polished 
stone tools. Physical 
evidence for this period that 
has been discovered within 
the Dunham Estate includes 
a single leaf-shaped fl int 
arrowhead, which was found 
by chance in the Old Park.

Whilst Neolithic people clearly visited the area, perhaps to hunt game, there is no evidence for any 
settlement, although only very few Neolithic settlements have been found in England. However, 
the remains of one such settlement were discovered during an important archaeological excavation 
at Oversley Farm in Styal in 2002, immediately prior to the construction of a second runway for 
Manchester Airport. The excavation provided evidence for a small rectangular timber structure 
that probably represented a Neolithic dwelling, which contained two hearths and waste material 
deriving from the preparation of food. A scatter of fl ints immediately outside the dwelling almost 
certainly marked an area where stone tools had been made. 



















 

The Early Landscape

Location of prehistoric 
and Roman discoveries 

across the estate

Examples of Neolithic leaf-shaped arrowheads discovered in north-west England
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Clearer evidence for Bronze Age activity has been discovered on the estate (c 2300 cal BC 
to c 700 cal BC). More permanent settlement was established across the region during this 
period, which was associated with the gradual adoption of bronze for tools and weapons. 
In order to produce this metalwork, both copper and tin were required. An important early 
source of copper was found at Alderley Edge, which lies approximately 10km to the south-
east of the Dunham Estate, several Bronze Age copper workings having been discovered in 
this area. 

The Bronze Age is also characterised by the appearance of circular burial mounds, or barrows, 
and several examples are known from the Dunham Estate, including one at Fairy Brow, close to 
Little Bollington. This was excavated by STAG in 1983, and the cremated remains of a young 
man, which seem to have been placed in a leather bag, were uncovered. Several grave goods were 
also found, including a bronze dagger, and seven fl int tools. Radiocarbon dating suggested that 

this barrow was constructed 
in c 1500 BC.
 
Further evidence for early 
burials is provided by 
Bronze Age cremation urns 
which were unearthed in the 
northern part of the Old Park 
in the eighteenth century. 
These urns were probably 
associated with a small 
group of barrows arranged 

in a cemetery, although no traces of any mounds survive today. A mound in the New Park, 
known as Beech Mount, was once considered to have been a Bronze Age barrow, and was 
marked as a tumulus on Ordnance Survey mapping until the mid-1950s, when a reassessment 
concluded that it was probably a natural feature. Another barrow cemetery might also lie 
immediately adjacent to the Old Park, at Home Farm. This potential cemetery comprises 
seven circular barrows, which were identifi ed from aerial photography, as their outlines were 
visible as cropmarks.

A bronze dagger discovered during excavations at Fairy 
Brow (courtesy of STAG)
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The presence of burial mounds at Home Farm suggests that there was Bronze Age settlement  
in the area. Although such settlements are hard to identify, they frequently occupied small 
promontories adjacent to a river. Rivers were especially important, as they formed good 
routes of communication and provided Bronze Age communities with access to a network of 
trade routes by which goods and ideas could be exchanged.

Evidence for one such settlement in the vicinity of Dunhan Massey was also discovered 
during archaeological excavations at Oversley Farm in 2002. The settlement was dated to 
between 2500 cal BC and 1500 cal BC, and was focused on a linear hollow, which may have 
formed a track. The remains of several roundhouses were discovered, together with a large 
collection of pottery and stone tools.

A reconstruction by Graham Sumner of the Bronze Age settlement 
at Oversley Farm, which was discovered during an archaeological 

excavation in 2002 (reproduced courtesy of Ramboll) 
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Whilst Bronze Age settlement is diffi cult to 
detect in the modern landscape, settlement 
dating to the late Iron Age and Roman 
period is more prominent. During this 
period (c 150 BC to the mid-fi fth century 
AD) many settlements were enclosed 
by a bank and ditch, and the remains of 
these boundaries often survive as slight 
earthworks, or are visible from the air as 
cropmarks. Aerial photography of the 
Dunham Estate has enabled several ancient 
enclosures near to Caldwell Brook and at 
Red House Farm to be identifi ed. These 
enclosures have a rectilinear shape, and represent a type of settlement that is distributed across 
all of the late Iron Age tribal areas of northern Britain, and which persisted as a settlement type 
into the Roman period. Another series of enclosures identifi ed from aerial photography at Arthill 
Heath Farm was investigated archaeologically in 1986-8. However, radiocarbon dating suggested 
that this site may have been occupied in the early Bronze Age.

The Dunham enclosures probably lay within the territory of the Cornovii, who were the dominant 
tribal group south of the River Mersey, across the modern counties of Cheshire, Shropshire, north 
Staffordshire, north Herefordshire, and parts of the Welsh borders. This tribe was subdued in the 
late fi rst century AD by the Roman army, which also constructed a series of forts across Cheshire 
that were linked by a network of roads. One of these roads ran close to the eastern boundary of 
the estate, following the course of the modern A56, though at one point it enters the estate, where 
it crosses the River Bollin. Known as Watling Street, it linked the forts at Chester (Deva) and 
Manchester (Mamucium), and it remained in use throughout the Roman period, and probably for 
many centuries afterwards. A short section of the Roman road was excavated close to the River 
Bollin in 1987. This indicated that the road had been built on a high raised bank, which was 
probably required in order to keep the road dry in an area susceptible to fl ooding. 

Other fi rm evidence for Roman activity in the area includes a fragment of Roman pottery, which 
was discovered close to Watling Street, and a third-century hoard of 2433 Roman coins contained 
in an earthenware jar. This was discovered by chance at Woolstencroft Farm in 1957. 

Excavation at Oversley Farm in 
2002 (GMAU Archive)
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The place-name Dunham has its origins in early-medieval period, with the element dun meaning 
hill. Dunham may have formed the core of a large Anglo-Saxon estate in the kingdom of Mercia, 
and probably covered the adjacent manors of Little Bollington, Bowdon, Agden, Ashley, Baguley, 
and Hale. Although archaeological evidence dating to this period has yet to be discovered, 
documentary evidence indicates that by the early eleventh century the estate was held by Alweard, 
an Anglo-Saxon lord. Alweard’s hall almost certainly lay somewhere in Dunham, whilst his mill 
and parish church were probably in the adjacent manor of Bowdon.

The de Mascy Family and Dunham’s Norman Motte
Following the Norman Conquest of 1066, Dunham came into the hands of Hamo de Mascy, and 
became known as the barony of Dunham Massey after this powerful family. The de Mascy’s main 
residence probably lay close to the present-day site of Dunham Hall. A castle at Dunham, held by 
Hamo de Mascy, is mentioned in a document of 1173, which refers to de Mascy’s participation in 
a revolt against King Henry II, and whilst the precise location of this fortifi cation is uncertain, the 
circular earthwork lying to the north-east of the hall is a likely candidate. This may have formed 
part of a motte-and-bailey castle. 

This type of fortifi cation was introduced into England following the Norman Conquest, and became 
widespread during the late eleventh and twelfth centuries. They typically comprised a timber or 

stone keep situated atop a 
raised earthwork mound 
(the motte), encompassed 
by an enclosed courtyard 
(the bailey), which was 
usually protected by a 
ditch and bank, with a 
palisade on top. They had 
been largely superseded 
by the end of the thirteenth 
century, although the 
earthworks often survive 
as prominent landscape 
features.

Medieval Dunham Massey

The low mound next to Dunham Hall.14.



The mound at Dunham Hall today 
forms a fairly low earthwork, yet 
the  historical views of the hall 
depict it as a much larger feature. 
This suggests that its original height 
was reduced during landscaping 
works, particularly those carried 
out during the early twentieth 
century. If this mound did form 
part of a motte-and-bailey castle, 
it is possible that the de Mascys 
dammed a stream, which originally 
ran through the Old Park, in order 
to create a moat surrounding the 
motte. It is also possible that the 
earthwork was reused subsequently 
as a prospect mound. These features 
were commonly used in seventeenth-century garden design, and the mound at Dunham might 
have acted as a raised platform affording views across the Old Park.

The site of another Norman castle lies at 
Watch Hill in Bowdon, overlooking an 
ancient crossing point of the River Bollin near 
the south-eastern boundary of the Dunham 
Estate. Whilst the chronology of this castle 
is uncertain, it may have been built by the de 
Mascys as a temporary fortifi cation to control 
access across the river, perhaps during the 
rebellion of 1173-4. Limited archaeological 
excavation on the summit of the motte in 1976 
revealed several postholes and a possible 
hearth, but there was insuffi cient evidence to 
reconstruct the form of any timber structures. 

The possible Norman motte shown on Harris’ 
1751 view to the south of the hall

The motte-and-bailey castle at Watch Hill  is the only 
Scheduled Monument in Trafford (GMAAS)
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Dunham Old Hall and the Booth family 
The last of the de Mascys died in 1342, after which the barony passed through various hands 
until it came into the possession of the Booth family in 1433, who held the estate until the late 
eighteenth century. A survey of the estate dating to 1411 indicates that a hall had been built by that 
time, perhaps by the de Mascy family, or their immediate successors. This survey also implies 
that the hall was built in stone and timber, and had a central hearth. It contained a high chamber, 
or solar, which acted as the owner’s private bedroom. Several smaller buildings also adjoined the 
hall, together with a chapel, kitchen, stable, granary, and gatehouse. 

The hall was evidently surrounded by a protective moat, creating a type of medieval moated 
manor house that was distributed widely across northern Cheshire and southern Lancashire. Their 
size and complexity refl ect the power and status of their inhabitants, and that at Dunham was 
probably larger than most. However, the detail provided by the 1411 survey suggests that the hall 
was run-down and dilapidated. It is thus possible that it was refurbished following its acquisition 
by the Booth family in 1433, and whilst it was superseded by a new mansion house in 1616, the 
medieval hall appears to be shown on late seventeenth-century views of the estate.

The Medieval Parks 
The Old Park formed a deer park surrounding the medieval hall, fi rst mentioned in the mid-
fourteenth century. It is probable that it was enclosed by an inner ditch and outer bank, surmounted 
by a substantial fence, or pale. The boundary of the Old Park is marked on the earliest maps of 
Cheshire, including those by Christopher Saxton in 1577 and John Speed in 1610, which depict a 
substantial fence surrounding the park.

Documentary evidence indicates 
that, in addition to the Old 
Park, two other parks lay within 
the Dunham Estate in the late 
medieval period. These were 
Sinderland Park and New Park, 
which are both mentioned in an 
early fi fteenth-century document. 
However, in contrast to the Old 
Park, these were probably not 
deer parks, but merely formed 
areas of enclosed land. 

Extract from Speed’s 1610 map of Cheshire, 
showing the Old Park
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Although the exact 
location of Sinderland 
Park is not certain, 
it probably lay at 
the northern end of 
the estate, within a 
portion of wetlands 
associated originally 
with Sinderland Moss. 
The New Park lay 
immediately to the north-
east of the Old Park, and 
was probably known 
as ‘High Park’ in the 
fi fteenth century, when 
it was partly enclosed 
by a ditch and bank, and 
partly by a hedge.

The Medieval Estate
Beyond the parks, the estate contained many features typically associated with a medieval 
rural landscape. These included small villages, isolated farms, roads and tracks, and fi elds, 
and tracts of common land. Four villages on the present-day estate have medieval origins. 
One of these is Dunham, or Dunham Town, which lies between the Old and New Parks, 
whilst the second is Sinderland Green, which was established in the fourteenth century on 
the northern side of Sinderland Moss. The third settlement is Dunham Woodhouses, to the 
north-west of the Old Park, which is fi rst mentioned in the fi fteenth century. Little Bollington 
represents the estate’s fourth medieval settlement, and close to this lay the manor’s corn mill, 
which was probably established in the early medieval period.

The medieval villages would have contained a mixture of dwellings, housing Dunham’s 
rural population, and probably ranged from small hovels to more substantial buildings. 
Archaeological excavations at several medieval villages in Cheshire indicate that buildings 
of this period were usually constructed of a framework of timber posts, which were secured in 
individual postholes, or were set in construction trenches. The walls were typically composed 
of wattle-and-daub, clay, or turf, which frequently supported a thatched roof. 





























Plan of the 
medieval sites and 

features in and 
around the estate
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Many higher-status buildings of the late-medieval period also employed a curved timber 
framework, known as a cruck-frame, in their design. These were normally set on a stone base, 
and supported the walls and the roof of the building. Between the framework were wattle-and-
daub walls, or noggings. Some of these buildings can still be found across parts of Greater 
Manchester and Cheshire, although these have often been modifi ed and it is only through detailed 
archaeological survey that they can be appreciated fully. The medieval builders who constructed 
the estate’s isolated farmhouses probably employed similar techniques of construction. During 
the late medieval period, roofed farm buildings, used as barns and sheds, also appeared, which 
again employed cruck-frames in their design. However, many of these farm buildings were 
demolished in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and those elements that do survive have 
been incorporated into later schemes of rebuilding.

The medieval settlements 
were served by several roads 
and tracks. The course of the 
Roman road continued to act 
as a major routeway during this 
period, and this was probably 
joined by a road that follows 
the modern course of the A56, 
south of Little Bollington. 
Other thoroughfares of potential 
medieval origin include 
Charcoal Lane and Woodhouse 
Lane, which run through Dunham 
Town, and also along the northern 
edge of the Old Park, and School 
Lane, which runs north from 
Dunham Town.

The settlements were encompassed by farmland, where agricultural produce was grown to support 
the estate’s community. The medieval farmers were tenants who leased land from the lord of the 
manor for a fi xed term, normally the life of the farmer, and they were also obliged to carry out 
certain duties, such as military service. The leased land was arranged into fi elds, which differed 
from modern fi elds in that they were not enclosed. They instead formed open fi elds that contained 
small linear strips of agricultural land, which were grouped into furlongs. 

A reconstruction painting of a timber-
framed hall at Risley, Cheshire, showing a 

typical high-status medieval dwelling
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Each of the estate’s farmers would work several of the strips, scattered across the fi elds, and the 
same crop was grown by the different farmers in each furlong. In order to keep each fi eld fertile, 
it was left fallow on a two- to four-year cycle. This type of farming is referred to as ‘common 
arable’, and it required careful agreement between each farmer in order for it to succeed. 

Each of the strips was cultivated by ploughing, 
the plough being pulled by a team of oxen. 
This formed narrow ridges fl anked by 
furrows. It was diffi cult, however, to plough 
in a straight line, as the ploughmen had to 
turn the large team at the end of each strip. 
When viewed in plan, the ridge-and-furrow  
therefore resembles a reverse ‘S’ shape. 
During the post-medieval period, the open 
fi elds began to be enclosed, and many of the 
early enclosures followed the reverse ‘S’-
shape pattern of the medieval fi eld systems. 
Some of these early enclosures are depicted 
on historical maps of the estate, and these 
enable the locations of medieval open fi elds 
to be determined. Medieval fi eld systems 
have been identifi ed in this way to the east of 
Dunham Town, to the north of the New Park, 
and adjacent to Little Bollington.

Beyond the open fi elds, the medieval 
estate contained common areas of meadow 
and pasture, used for grazing, and also 
several wetland areas, or mosses. The peat 
contained in the mosses offered a valuable 
source of fuel, and the right of ‘turbary’ 
was established, which enabled the local 
community to cut the peat for fuel, and also 
to exploit the birch woodland, which lay on 
the edge of the wetlands.

A 1757 map of the Little Bollington area, with the 
medieval fi eld systems highlighted, although the 

original ‘S’-shaped plan is not apparent .19.



Archaeological Evidence 
for Medieval Activity
Buried remains associated 
with the estate’s medieval 
history are comparatively 
rare. Although a small 
archaeological investigation 
has been completed across 
the potential Norman motte, 
adjacent to Dunham Hall, 
the results from this were 
inconclusive and offered no 
fi rm explanation for its origin. 
The only remains of probable 
medieval date uncovered by 

excavation include several features excavated in the northern part of the Old Park. These were 
discovered prior to the enlargement of the visitor car park in 2008-9, and included a degraded 
ditch. Several postholes and a pit were also discovered close to the ditch’s north-western edge, 
and these appear to have secured a fence. This ditch and its associated fence are likely to have 
formed the north-western boundary of the medieval deer park.

Another similar ditch was 
also located to south-west. 
This extended in a north-east/
south-west direction, beneath 
a nineteenth-century building, 
and may have formed the 
south-western boundary of the 
medieval deer park. Several 
other medieval features were 
also uncovered in this area. 
These consisted of two shallow 
gullies, one of which contained 
a fragment of late fourteenth-
century pottery.












The location of the potential medieval 
park ditch uncovered in the Old Park, 

to the north-west of the hall

An excavated section of the 
potential medieval park ditch
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In addition to the buried remains, the detailed archaeological survey of the estate’s standing 
buildings has fi rmly identifi ed at least one that appears to have a medieval ancestry. This is 
White Cottage, which lies in the medieval village of Little Bollington. This cottage was built 
in c 1500 to house a comparatively well-off family. 

The archaeological survey concluded that this house had a rectangular stone base, which 
secured a crucked timber framework. This comprised fi ve pairs of curved timber blades that 
supported the walls and the roof of the cottage. Originally, this house contained a living place, 
or hall, with a central hearth, and a kitchen area that was separated from the hall by a cross-
passage. An additional small wing containing a bed chamber would also have been attached 
to the hall, though this is no longer present. A stone-built outshut, intended for use as a dairy 
and brew-house, was attached to the rear of the building in the eighteenth century.

White Cottage in Little Bollington
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Dunham Hall and the Booth Family
The Booths secured the family’s prosperity during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries through 
marriage with other powerful families in Cheshire and Lancashire, and also emerged as key political 
fi gures, not least as a result of their outspoken support for the Parliamentary cause during the English 
Civil Wars (1642-51). However, the Booths became disaffected with the Cromwellian Protectorate, 
and played a leading role in the Restoration of the monarchy in 1660. In 1661, in recognition of his 
loyalty, King Charles II bestowed the title of Lord Delamere on the second Sir George Booth (1622-
84). The Booths were also prominent in the ‘Glorious Revolution’ of 1688, which resulted in the 
overthrow of King James II and the ascendancy of William of Orange. For his support, Henry Booth, 
the son of Sir George Booth, received the Earldom of Warrington from the Crown.

Dunham Hall was rebuilt and refurbished on four separate occasions during this period. In 1616, 
the fi rst Sir George Booth (1566-1652) replaced the medieval hall with a new mansion, which 
comprised three ranges laid out around a central courtyard. This was enclosed in 1655, when the 
southern range was added, forming the layout that was captured on canvas in 1696 by the Dutch 
painter Adriaen Van Diest. This detailed painting also depicts a triple-gabled building to the rear 
of the new mansion, which may have been the medieval hall. It also shows the moat to have 
encompassed the buildings, with a channel supplying water to the corn mill.

Post-Medieval Dunham Massey

Bird’s-eye view produced by Adriaen Van Diest, 
showing Dunham Hall, with its formal gardens and 

moat, at the end of the seventeenth century
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Following the death of Sir Henry 
Booth in January 1694, the Dunham 
Massey Estate passed to his son, 
Sir George Booth (1675-1758), 
who became the second Earl of 
Warrington. Documents from this 
time indicate that the hall was in 
a poor state of repair, leading Sir 
George Booth to embark upon a 
major scheme of rebuilding. A little-
known architect called John Norris 
was employed to execute the repairs, 
and work began in the early decades 
of the eighteenth century, but was 
not completed until c 1741. The 
work was enabled fi nancially by Sir George Booth’s withdrawal from the wider politics of the 
day, and his careful management of the family’s fi nances and the Dunham Massey Estate. 

The watermill, which was 
built in c 1616 as a corn mill

Engraving published by Stockdale in 1794, showing the 
south range and main entrance to the hall
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John Harris’ paintings of 1751, together with slightly 
later engravings of the southern range, provide a clear 
view of the hall shortly after the rebuilding work had 
been completed. These illustrations show that the main 
hall was similar in form to its seventeenth-century 
predecessor, with four ranges enclosing a courtyard. 
Harris’ paintings show the northern and western ranges as 
they appear today, albeit with some minor modifi cations. 
The southern range formed the principal elevation of the 
hall, containing the main entrance, whilst the eastern 
range had an uneven elevation, which may refl ect the 
plan of the seventeenth-century hall. There was also a 
service wing on the western side of the hall. This was 
probably constructed around 1720, and it enclosed a 
second courtyard. 

Harris also shows the carriage house, the south stables, 
and the stallion pound largely as they appear today. These 
buildings were also built around 1720. Architecturally, 
the carriage house, with its monumental arch and clock 
tower, forms the more prominent of these buildings.

The Old Park 
The Old Park was enlarged and enclosed by a substantial timber fence during the late 
seventeenth century by Sir Henry Booth (1651-94), the fi rst Earl of Warrington. In 1697, the 
second Earl of Warrington established a tree-lined avenue across the northern portion of the 
park, and may also have been responsible for an earlier tree-lined avenue that ran from the 
southern side of the hall. Such avenues, frequently lined with lime trees, were commonly 
associated with late seventeenth-century country houses, and allowed movement and vision 
to be channelled outwards from the main facades of the house. 

The avenues and part of the park fence are depicted on an engraving of Dunham Massey produced 
in 1697 by Johannes Kip, which was based on a painting by the Dutch artist Leonard Knyff. This 
superb engraving also shows the watermill, a large brick-built stable and four smaller timber-
framed agricultural buildings, a dovecote to the south-east of the hall and, to the west, two buildings 
linked by a walled yard. These buildings may have served as a dairy or stable.

The monumental arch and clock tower of 
the carriage house
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In the early eighteenth century, the second Earl of Warrington began an ambitious scheme of 
landscaping and replanting within the Old Park. This involved erecting a wall around it, and 
creating a formal landscape defi ned by a geometric series of tree-lined avenues. The formal 
planting to the south of the hall was based on a patte d’oie (goose foot) design, comprising a 
semi-circular arrangement of trees that acted as the hub for six radiating avenues. Planting to 
the north of the hall included the laying out of six small avenues to the east of the existing north 
avenue. In addition, 100,000 trees are reputed to have been planted to create swathes of woodland, 
as captured on John Harris’ views of 1751.

The landscaping scheme was enhanced by several water features, forming large regular ponds 
and smaller canals, and the installation of 18 statues and small monuments. These ‘eye catchers’ 
comprised obelisks and statues of classical fi gures set on plinths. Most of these have since been 
removed, although a statue of a sundial-bearing fi gure, by the sculptor Van Nost, or Carpentiere, 
remains to the south of the hall. Another surviving eighteenth-century monument within the Old 
Park is the Langham Grove Obelisk, which was placed at the end of a tree-lined avenue in 1714.











The tree-lined avenues, park fence, watermill, 
dovecote, and agricultural buildings, as 

depicted on Johannes Kip’s engraving of 1697. 
A building to the rear of the seventeenth-

century hall may be the medieval hall
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Several ancillary buildings were also constructed 
within the Old Park during this period. These 
included the deer barn, slaughterhouse and stable, 
which all survive, together with the kennels, the 
pheasantry and several agricultural buildings that 
have since been demolished. Another notable early 
eighteenth-century feature within the Old Park was 
a formal garden to the east of the hall, known as the 
pleasure ground. This contained ornamental trees, 
together with an orangery, two summer houses and 
the wellhouse, which supplied the hall with water.

The Walled Garden and New Park
A walled garden lay just outside the Old Park. This 
garden was established as part of the programme of 
early eighteenth-century landscaping within the Old 
Park. It contained two avenues, one of which had 
an impressive stone-built obelisk at one end. This 
avenue was also aligned with an avenue contained 
within the Old Park. The primary function of the 
walled garden was to produce fruit and vegetables 
for the hall, and it contained the Gardener’s Cottage, 
which can still be seen today.

The New Park was also remodelled during the early 
eighteenth century in order to create an ornamental 
landscape, which could be viewed from the Old Park. 
This included the creation of drives, both crossing 
and running around the circuit of the park, and also 
the planting of clumps of trees, which contained 
beech and sweet chestnut.

The sundial-bearing 
fi gure by the sculptor Van 

Nost, or Carpentiere

The Langham 
Grove Obelisk, 
erected in 1714
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John Harris’ view of 1751, of 
Dunham Massey from the south-west
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The Post-medieval Estate
The post-medieval landscape of the wider estate remained 
predominantly rural in character, and the villages that had been 
established during the medieval period continued to fl ourish. 
However, most of the buildings in these settlements were 
replaced during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 
those that did survive were modifi ed extensively. Timber-framed 
buildings formed the main type of dwelling during this period, 
found in the villages and on the isolated farms scattered across 
the estate. Some of these buildings employed a cruck-frame, a 
tradition of building that had emerged in the medieval period. 

Originally, these houses would have had wattle-and-daub walls and thatched roofs. However, 
these walls were often replaced with brick during the seventeenth century. Many of these timber-
framed buildings survived until the mid-nineteenth century, but were replaced progressively 
thereafter. Only a handful now survive, and their original fabric is often hidden by later additions 
and modifi cations.

During the early and mid-eighteenth century, Sir George Booth introduced a new type of building 
to the estate, which replaced many of the earlier timber-framed structures. These new buildings had 
walls that were constructed entirely in brick, with slate roofs. They are termed ‘double-pile’ houses, 
and whilst they varied in size, they usually had two fl oors and a similar internal arrangement. The 
larger examples comprised a central entrance and lobby, which led to a fl ight of stairs, allowing 
access to the fi rst fl oor. On the ground 
fl oor, two living rooms were positioned 
at the front of the house, on either side 
of the lobby, whilst to their rear were two 
service rooms, placed on either side of the 
staircase. This room plan was replicated 
on the fi rst fl oor, though these rooms acted 
as bedrooms. The fi replaces were usually 
placed on the side walls of the house. In 
the smaller examples, the lobby was often 
dispensed with, and the central entrance 
opened directly into the living room.

Green Bank Farm

Village Farmhouse, Dunham Woodhouses, a 
mid-eighteenth-century double-pile house.28.



The farmland surrounding the villages and farms was also transformed during the post-medieval 
period. At this time, hedges, fences, and banks were used to enclose the landscape, and these 
produced the pattern of fi elds that remained largely unchanged until the late nineteenth century. 
The enclosure of agricultural land across the estate was probably a gradual process that occurred 
between the fi fteenth and seventeenth centuries. During the early eighteenth century, the hedgerows 
were also planted with trees, a scheme that was encouraged by Sir George Booth as part of his 
refurbishment of the wider estate. The estate’s wetlands, or mosses, were also enclosed and drained 
during the post-medieval period, enabling the land to be used for cultivation and grazing. 

The fertility of this enclosed farmland was maintained by spreading marl onto the fi elds. Marl is 
a type of lime-rich clay, found beneath the topsoil, which was extracted by digging a marl pit. 
These pits were dug widely across southern Lancashire and Cheshire, and many once existed on 
the Dunham Massey Estate. Some are still visible as slight hollows, whilst the location of others 
is preserved in the names given to particular fi elds. 

Post-medieval enclosure occurred together with changes in the leasing of farmland from the Booth 
family. A new system was introduced that allowed the tenant farmers to hold the land for three 
generations (up to 60 years), as opposed to a shorter fi xed-term. 





































Floor plans of a typical 
double-pile house
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Whilst farming was undoubtedly the principal occupation on the Dunham Estate throughout 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, several other industries also made an important 
contribution to the local economy. The spinning of fl ax for linen weavers was established in 
the area by the seventeenth century, although this was cottage-based and was probably only 
small-scale. Salt production was a more important industry locally, and was focused on a works 
situated next to the River Bollin at Dunham Woodhouses. Natural brine was extracted from 
springs and pits, and boiled in salt pans over a hearth. Evaporation of the brine left crystalline 
salt, which was used primarily to preserve food.

The manufacture of bricks 
formed another important 
local industry. Bricks were 
fi rst used in the seventeenth 
century, and eventually 
became the preferred building 
material from the eighteenth 
century onwards. The building 
works carried out at Dunham 
Massey by Sir George Booth 
in the eighteenth century 
demanded a vast quantity of 
bricks, many of which are 
likely to have been made on 
the estate. One production 
site was at Brick Kiln Coppy, 
known subsequently as Brick 
Kiln Nursery Wood, which 
straddled the Bridgewater 
Canal on the north-western 
edge of the Old Park. 

The construction of the Bridgewater Canal will also have required an enormous number of 
bricks. This section of the canal received Parliamentary approval in 1762, and formed part 
of a crucial transport link between Manchester and the River Mersey at Runcorn. It takes an 
elevated route on an embankment across the edge of the Dunham Estate, and incorporates two 
impressive aqueducts. 

Extract from the Ordnance Survey map of 
1875, showing the brick fi eld and Brick Kiln 
Nursery Wood adjacent to the Bridgewater 

Canal and its impressive aqueducts
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Archaeological Evidence for Post-medieval Activity
Most of the buried remains uncovered by the various 
archaeological excavations at Dunham Massey date to 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Archaeological 
investigation in the Old Park has principally targeted the sites 
of demolished seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century 
buildings, and other features associated with Sir George 
Booth’s mid-eighteenth-century landscaped park. One of 
these sites lies to the west of the carriage house and stables. 
In this area, Van Diest’s painting of 1696 shows two single-
storey brick buildings, with slate roofs, that were connected by 
a walled yard. Kip’s engraving of 1697 shows an additional 
single-storey building to the west.

Harris’ paintings suggest that several changes to these 
buildings had been implemented by 1751. This involved the 
demolition of the walled yard and the single-storey buildings 
at the western end of this yard. Harris also shows that the 
single-storey building at the eastern end of the yard had been 
extended to the east and west. Later map evidence suggests that 
these buildings were demolished between 1829 and 1839. 

Seven archaeological trenches were excavated across 
this group of buildings. This excavation formed part of a 
wider project organised by the National Trust and SMART, 
which aimed to involve local residents and interest groups 
in archaeological research. Although the trenches were 
comparatively small, some important remains associated 
with the early buildings were discovered. These included 
seventeenth-century walls, and a brick fl oor that lay within 
the yard. The bricks used to construct the fl oor and walls 
were all hand-made, and were probably manufactured locally. 
Several fragments of seventeenth-century pottery were also 
recovered, including part of a butterpot-type vessel, adding 
weight to an interpretation that the buildings had functioned 
as a dairy.

The single-storey buildings to the west 
of the hall, as depicted on Johannes 

Kip’s 1697 engraving

Excavating the remains of the 
seventeenth-century yard wall

The single-storey buildings to the west of 
the hall, as depicted by Harris in 1751
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The sites of other buildings have been 
examined to the north, including the 
hall’s pheasantry. This is depicted by 
Harris as a long, narrow, rectangular 
building, and later mapping shows 
six small square enclosures on its 
western side, that formed runs and 
roosting spaces for the pheasants. 
As with the dairy to the south, 
the investigation of this site was 
organised by the National Trust and 

SMART as a community-based project. Part of the investigation entailed geophysical survey, 
which was conducted using a resistivity meter. This instrument measures the electrical resistance 
of the ground and can often detect buried features, particularly walls, fl oors, pits, and ditches. 
The survey across the pheasantry detected a linear area of high resistance, interpreted as the 
buried remains of the building. Two small trenches were excavated subsequently in order to 
locate the north-western corner and western side of the building. In both of these trenches, the 
brick foundations of the building were discovered. A fl oor within the building was also exposed, 
which was composed of a thin layer of compacted cinders.

Situated to the north of the pheasantry, 
and to the rear of the existing stable, 
were the eighteenth-century kennels, 
which were demolished in the 
twentieth century. An archaeological 
excavation of the kennels was 
undertaken by the National Trust’s 
Regional Archaeologist in 1991. 
This indicated that the building 
contained fi ve bays, each of which 
was sub-divided into two, to form a 
total of ten kennels. Each bay had a 
fl agged fl oor and a feeding/drinking 
trough, with its own water supply, 
and a brick-built drain.



The pheasantry, as depicted by 
Harris in 1751

The eighteenth-century stable in 
front of the former kennels.32.



Another group of former buildings lay in the northern 
part of the Old Park, at the edge of the present-day 
visitor car park. Harris depicts these on his paintings of 
the Old Park as a single-storey building, a cart house, 
and a two-storey building. There are discrepancies 
between Harris’ paintings, however, as this latter 
building is depicted as both a single-gabled and double-
gabled structure. Harris also changed the orientation of 
these buildings on his different views of the Old Park. 
As these buildings are not shown on any nineteenth-
century maps, their precise form was unclear. Indeed, it 

is possible that these buildings never actually existed, and Harris may have been instructed to depict 
a group of buildings that were to be built in this area of the park shortly after 1751, though these were 
never actually constructed. 

However, excavation was undertaken across the site of these buildings by UMAU prior to the 
enlargement of the visitor car park in 2009, and confi rmed that they had existed. This work 
entailed digging a small evaluation trench, which uncovered a wall composed of hand-made 
bricks, consistent with an eighteenth-century construction date. This wall appeared to have 
formed the external wall of the single-storey building, which potentially functioned as a barn. 
This was aligned north/south, and thus corresponded to the building depicted on Harris’ view 
of the park from the south. A larger trench excavated to the west uncovered the remains of 
the two-storey building depicted on Harris’ paintings, either as single- or double-gable ended. 
This building was aligned north-east/south-west, and its remains comprised a three-brick 
wide wall of hand-made bricks, which defi ned its north-eastern end. The excavation also 
demonstrated that the building 
had been comparatively 
narrow, confi rming that it had 
been a single-gabled structure. 
Although no internal remains 
survived that might reveal its 
function, it had probably been 
another barn, with an upper 
fl oor used as a hayloft.

The group of buildings which once lay at the 
edge of the visitors’ car park to the north of the 

hall, as depicted by Harris in 1751

The remains of the early eighteenth-
century building uncovered in 2009, 

from the south-east .33.



Other elements of the post-medieval park that have been targeted by archaeological 
investigation include a water channel, which fed water from the hall’s moat to the seventeenth-
century mill. This investigation entailed archaeological observation during the repair and 
rebuilding of this feature, and concluded that the surviving stonework lining and bridging of 
the channel dates to the early eighteenth century. This was probably contemporary with the 
construction of the adjacent carriage house and stables, which date to c 1720. Other early 
remains that were uncovered included deposits of clay and fragmented brick and sandstone, 
which might represent the demolished walls of the seventeenth-century channel. The 
remains of a poorly constructed wall were also observed on the western side of the channel, 
which perhaps formed part of the original channel lining. Another seventeenth-century 
feature was a brick culvert at the far southern end of the channel. Layers of charcoal and 
brick rubble discovered on the western side of the channel may have been the demolished 
remains of early buildings, which had perhaps been damaged by fire.      
    
In 1998, an investigation of the sites of fi ve of 
Sir George Booth’s ‘lost’ park monuments was 
undertaken by the National Trust’s Regional 
Archaeologist and several local volunteers. These 
monuments are depicted on Harris’ paintings, 
but were removed or destroyed at a later date, 
perhaps at the end of the eighteenth century. The 
investigation comprised a geophysical survey, 
followed by small-scale excavation that uncovered 
the foundations for two of the monuments; an 
obelisk and a crouched fi gure on a plinth. These 
monuments were positioned to the south of the hall 
at the end of two of the tree-lined avenues. In both 
instances, these foundations consisted of a circular 
pit fi lled with brick rubble and masonry, which 
would have supported the base of each monument. 
Intriguingly, the rubble included fragments of thin 
brick and architectural stone, that may have derived 
from the windows and doors of a grand building, potentially the early seventeenth-century 
hall that was partly demolished and rebuilt by Sir George Booth in the early eighteenth century, 
or perhaps even the agricultural buildings shown in the foreground of Kip’s 1697 engraving.

The ‘E’-shaped canal to the north of the 
hall, as depicted on Harris’s 1751 view 

to the south
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Another of Sir George Booth’s former park features that has 
been examined by archaeological investigation is a water 
feature that was once located to the north of the house. Harris’ 
paintings depict this as an ‘E’-shaped canal, though, by the 
early nineteenth-century, this feature formed a linear pond. 
A detailed measured survey of this feature enabled a three-
dimensional model to be produced, whilst the excavation of 
evaluation trenches revealed the sides of the pond and one 
edge of the earlier canal. The profi le of this edge indicated 
that, originally, the canal was faced, perhaps with stone, in 

order to prevent its sides from slumping. However, the removal of this facing material probably 
resulted in the formation of the later linear pond.    

Archaeological excavation has also revealed lost features of the Old Park, 
including a clamp kiln that was used to manufacture bricks. The remains 
of this rudimentary kiln were discovered in 2009 during an archaeological 
excavation by UMAU ahead of an extension of the visitor car park. Situated 
a short distance to the east of Brick Kiln Nursery Wood, the kiln may have 
been used to supply some of the bricks required for Sir George Booth’s 
eighteenth-century scheme of rebuilding and landscaping, which included 
erecting a wall around the Old Park. 

Clamp kilns have been used in Britain since 
the Middle Ages, and comprised a temporary 
structure requiring only the bricks themselves, 
some turf or mud, and the addition of fuel. The 
bricks were stacked carefully, allowing suffi cient 
space between each brick to allow the fi re gases 
to circulate, and channels were formed at the base 
of the stack, which were fi lled with fuel. The 
structure was then covered with an insulating layer 
of mud or additional bricks in order to regulate 
the amount of oxygen entering the clamp. Once 
ignited, a clamp would usually take two or three 
weeks to burn out.



Three-dimensional terrain model of the 
nineteenth-century linear pond

A plan of the excavated brick clamp kiln

Location of the excavated brick clamp kiln
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Heat was rarely distributed evenly through 
a clamp kiln, which frequently resulted 
in a proportion of the bricks being fi red 
unsuccessfully. A large number of distorted 
bricks, or wasters, were discovered around 
the perimeter of the excavated kiln, and these 
had almost certainly been discarded when 
the clamp was dismantled after the fi ring 
process.

The excavation also revealed the fragmentary 
remains of a low brick wall, which defi ned 
a rectangular area measuring approximately 
15 x 13.5m, seemingly representing the edges 
of the clamp kiln. The vestiges of several 
linear features identifi ed within the footprint 
of the kiln probably marked the position of 
the fi re channels.

    

A nineteenth-century illustration 
of a brick clamp kiln

The remains of the brick 
clamp kiln, from the 

north-west
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Archaeological investigations 
have also played an important role 
in identifying seventeenth- and 
eighteenth-century remains across 
the wider estate. These include an 
excavation carried out by STAG 
in conjunction with the National 
Trust in 1994 at Bollington Hall 
Farmhouse, situated on Park Lane 
in Little Bollington. The present 
farmhouse is a two-storey, double-
pile structure that was built in 1770 
for John and Anne Leather, whose 
initials are inscribed in the keystone over the front door. Mentioned regularly in seventeenth-
and eighteenth-century documents relating to properties in Altrincham and Hale, the Leather 
family settled in Little Bollington during the early eighteenth century, and became prominent 
members of the local community.  

The excavation aimed to establish whether an earlier building had occupied the site, and involved 
opening a series of trenches across the garden to the rear of the farmhouse. Large sandstone blocks 
were revealed in two of the trenches, representing the foundations for a substantial building 

that had evidently been on a different 
alignment from the present farmhouse. 
The remains of a brick surface were 
exposed in another trench, which almost 
certainly represented part of an internal 
fl oor. Whilst there was no evidence for any 
structural timbers, it is probable that the 
building had been timber framed. Whilst 
it was not possible to determine precisely 
when this building had been constructed, 
fragments of pottery recovered from the 
lowest excavated levels dated from the 
mid- to late seventeenth century.













Bollington Hall Farmhouse, a Grade II 
Listed Building in Little Bollington

Plan of the seventeenth-century building 
revealed beneath Bollington Hall Farmhouse 

(based on a plan produced by STAG) .37.



Following the death of the second 
Earl of Warrington in 1758, the 
Dunham Massey Estate passed 
to his daughter Mary, Countess 
of Stamford. Although Mary was 
married to the Earl of Stamford, 
she retained direct control of 
the estate. However, she died in 
1772 and the estate passed to her 
son, Harry Grey, the fi fth Earl 
of Stamford (1739-1819). Harry 
Grey appears to have divided his 
time initially between Dunham 
Massey and his other country 
residence at Enville Hall, in 
Staffordshire, and also his 
London townhouse. 

This pattern of shifting occupancy persisted until 1853, when the seventh Earl of Stamford, 
George Harry Grey (1827-83), left Dunham Massey and took up permanent residence in Enville 
Hall. His third cousin and heir, Harry Grey (1812-90), eighth Earl of Stamford, lived in South 
Africa and did not return to England to claim his seat. The Earl’s trustees therefore ran the estate 

during the later nineteenth 
century, and they largely 
neglected the hall and 
grounds. However, in 
1905, this period of neglect 
ended when William Grey 
(1850-1910), the ninth Earl 
of Stamford, returned to 
Dunham Massey and began 
to restore Dunham Hall and 
the Old Park.

Dunham Massey and the Earls of Stamford

George Booth, the second Earl of Warrington, and his daughter, 
Lady Mary Booth (later Countess of Stamford), by Michael Dahl

Enville Hall, Staffordshire, in c 1900
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Dunham Hall
A few minor alterations 
were made to Dunham 
Hall by the fi fth Earl of 
Stamford. These included 
reroofi ng the hall, replacing 
some of its windows and 
altering one of its rooms. 
In the early nineteenth 
century, the architect John 
Shaw was commissioned 
to design a large room on 
the eastern side of the hall, 
facing the pleasure ground, 
which could be used to entertain guests. A corridor that ran across the inner courtyard was also 
added, and a drawing room at the north-eastern corner of the hall was enlarged. 

However, between 1845 and 1869 the hall stood empty, after which it was leased by tenants until 
1892. It then remained vacant until 1905, when the ninth Earl of Stamford returned to the hall and 
began a scheme of restoration in order to make it a suitable and ‘modern’ residence for a man 
of his standing. He commissioned the architect Joseph Compton Hall to oversee this scheme, 
which cost approximately £36,000. It entailed extensive repairs and alterations to the interior, 
which had suffered from rot. The hall was also supplied with hot and cold water, electricity, and 
new drains. Other internal alterations involved converting some of the older rooms into a billiard 
room and drawing room. However, more extensive alterations were made to the hall’s exterior. 
These involved reroofi ng the hall and remodelling the principal elevation, which was viewed by 
the Earl as being architecturally dull and fl at. A more elaborate façade with a lower roof line and 
a stone cornice was designed by Joseph Compton Hall. A large 
stone pediment was also added across the entrance, containing 
the Grey family’s coat of arms, with its man-faced lion and a 
unicorn, and their motto, ‘A Ma Puissance’ (To the utmost of my 
power). The entrance was further enhanced through the addition 
of classical stone columns, whilst smaller stone pediments were 
placed above the fi rst-fl oor windows. 

The southern elevation of Dunham Hall, as 
remodelled by Joseph Compton Hall in 1908

The Grey family’s coat of arms above the 
main entrance to the remodelled hall .39.



The Old Park and Walled Garden
The formal design of Sir George Booth’s Old Park to the south of the hall remained largely intact 
during the late eighteenth and early part of the nineteenth century. Minor changes that were effected 

were probably instigated by the Countess of Stamford, 
and included some tree replanting and the conversion 
of the ornamental water features into irregular-shaped 
lakes and pools. Most of the early eighteenth-century 
monuments that had been placed across the Old Park were 
also removed. 

The water features in the Old Park to the north of the hall 
were also modifi ed during the late eighteenth century. 
More radical alterations included the demolition of the 
agricultural buildings situated at the edge of the present-
day visitor car park, and the creation of an additional 
avenue (Lime Avenue). Two buildings set within a 
rectangular enclosure had also been constructed by the 

early nineteenth century. These were probably deer sheds, and may have formed another of the fi fth 
Earl of Stamford’s modifi cations to the Old Park. However, the documentary evidence indicates that, 
in terms of gardening and landscaping, much of the fi fth Earl’s energy was directed at redesigning 
and replanting the ornamental pleasure ground, to the east of the hall. He also changed the layout of 
the walled garden, and added several greenhouses and hothouses. These were used to grow grapes, 
peaches, and tropical fruits, which began to appear in the kitchens of country houses from the late 
eighteenth century onwards. Another change concerned the corn mill, which was converted to a saw 
mill in the 1860s.

As with the hall, the Old Park was largely neglected during the late nineteenth century. Map evidence 
suggests that many trees were removed, including those lining one of the early avenues to the north 
of the hall. With the return of the ninth Earl of Stamford in 1905, repairs and additions were made 
to the Old Park, also by the architect Joseph Compton Hall. These included extending and raising 
the height of the park wall along Woodhouse Lane. The 
moat around the hall was drained and rebuilt, along 
with its dam, and a small ornamental pond was built 
below this latter feature. Other additions included the 
replacement of the main park gate and the construction 
of Charcoal Lodge. 

Part of the Old Park to the north of the hall, as 
depicted on the 1882 Ordnance Survey map

The early twentieth-century ornamental 
pond below the moat.40.



The New Park
Some changes were also made to the New Park by the Earls of Stamford. Additional tree planting 
in this ornamental landscape was carried out in the 1760s, and a ‘green walk’ running to St Mary’s 
Church in Bowdon was created. This was followed by the creation of new lawns, the planting of 
small areas of woodland, and the construction of a building. This building probably dates to the 
1760s or 1770s, and was known as ‘the Seat’. It was strategically positioned on high ground at 
the eastern end of the park, from where the layout of the park could be viewed. However, it was 
demolished in the mid-nineteeth century, when tracts of oak woodland were planted.

The New Park then remained largely unaltered until the Second World War, when it was used as 
an American army base. The construction of this camp led to the felling of large areas of historic 
woodland, and the creation of temporary roads and buildings within the park. Towards the end 
of the war, this camp was converted into a German Prisoner of War (POW) camp, guarded by 
the Free Polish Army. The presence of a POW camp led to the construction of further temporary 
buildings, and some of its prisoners were put to work on the Dunham Estate.  

The US Army base/POW camp in 
the New Park, as depicted on the 

Ordnance Survey map of 1954
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The Wider Estate
The character of the estate’s 
rural landscape remained 
largely unchanged between 
the late eighteenth and 
mid-nineteenth century. 
Documentary evidence 
indicates that this landscape 
was still dominated by 
small post-medieval fi elds, 
most of which were used to 
grow arable crops, such as 
potatoes, swedes, turnips, 
and grain, along with areas 
for the grazing of livestock. 
Numerous brick-built 
farm cottages to house 
the agricultural workforce 
were also erected from 
the late eighteenth century 
onwards. 

The landscape began to change gradually from the mid-nineteenth century, although the 
introduction of several railways, which cut across the estate’s post-medieval fi elds and divided 
its land holdings, represented a signifi cant modifi cation. These were the Warrington to Stockport 

Railway, which opened in 1853, and 
ran through the centre of the estate, 
with a station just to the north of 
Dunham Woodhouses. Another 
railway that cut across the northern 
part of the estate was the Skelton 
Junction to Warrington Railway, 
which was opened in 1873 by the 
Cheshire Lines Committee.

A pair of early nineteenth-century farm workers’ 
cottages in Dunham Woodhouses

Dunham Massey station in 1952. The station 
closed to passengers in 1962, although the 

line remained in use for freight until the mid-
1980s. The route now forms part of the Trans-

Pennine Trail cycleway
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The estate entered a period of decline in the later nineteenth century. This was due in part to the 
departure of the seventh Earl of Stamford to Enville Hall in Staffordshire. The Earl sold many of 
his Cheshire holdings, and entrusted the running of the remainder to professional land agents, who 
were not particularly interested in long-term investment. This period was also characterised by an 
agricultural depression that was triggered by a series of disastrous harvests in the late 1870s, and 
continued through the remainder of the century. This resulted in a dramatic rise in imported food, 
a decrease in land values, and the collapse of arable farming.

In response to the agricultural depression, many of the estate’s farms moved over to dairy 
farming after the 1880s, in order to supply milk to the burgeoning urban population of nearby 
Manchester. This lucrative trade was made possible by the railways, which provided a quick 
and effi cient means of transporting produce from the estate. In order to effect this shift, many 
of the estate’s agricultural buildings were replaced by new structures, signalling the appearance 
of specialised dairy farms, with their cattle sheds (shippons), cartsheds, and barns. The estate’s 
trustees constructed some of these buildings initially, and the remainder were built following 
the ninth Earl of Stamford’s return to the estate in 1905. The shift to dairy farming also led 
to the rationalisation of the small post-medieval fi elds, with boundaries and hedgerows being 
removed to create large fi elds for the grazing of the dairy herds. This new pattern of building 
and landholding was to have a profound infl uence, and led to the creation of one of the most 
productive and successful estates in north-west England. 

View of Agden Brook Farm in Little 
Bollington, with the suite of buildings 

required by a modern dairy farm
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Archaeological Evidence  
Archaeological excavation in the Old Park prior to 
enlargement of the visitor car park in 2009 enabled the sites 
of two adjacent buildings shown on nineteenth-century 
mapping to be investigated. The earliest large-scale plan of 
these buildings dates to 1839, although the most detailed 
mapping was produced by the Ordnance Survey in 1874-6. 
The position of the buildings differs slightly between these 
maps, raising a question of the accuracy of at least one of 
the surveys. Both maps, however, depict the buildings as 
being open-sided and set within a rectangular enclosure, 
suggesting that they were deer sheds. The date at which 
the sheds were erected is unclear, although they are not 
shown on Harris’ paintings of 1751, and it is thus possible 
that they were built when the fi fth Earl of Stamford was 
resident at Dunham Massey.

Deer sheds were a common feature of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century deer parks. Their purpose was to 
provide shelter and a feeding area for the deer herds 
during the winter months, and some incorporated elaborate 
architectural embellishment. Whilst the deer sheds that 
had existed on the site of the modern visitor car park were 
demolished in the twentieth century, a fi ne example still 
survives at Dunham Massey. This lies to the south of the 
hall, and was built in the mid-eighteenth century by Sir 
George Booth, the second Earl of Warrington. 

The location of the foundations for the two 
deer sheds excavated in 2009 corresponded 
closely to the outline shown on the Ordnance 
Survey map of 1874-6, corroborating the 
accuracy of the map. The southern shed was 
slightly larger, measuring approximately 
21m long, with fi ve bays, whilst the northern 
shed had only four bays.





The mid-eighteenth-century deer shed 
to the south of the hall

The deer sheds depicted on the Dunham 
tithe map of 1839 and on the Ordnance 

Survey map of 1874-6
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Both sheds were originally of a similar 
design, with T-shaped pillars representing 
the wall lines. These will have supported 
the brick-built arches that spanned the 
openings in the side walls. Excavation 
also revealed several postholes within 
the footprint of the southern shed, which 
perhaps marked the position of timber 
partitions. This suggests that the deer 
were fed in the southern shed, whilst the 
adjacent building was used as a shelter.

Both deer sheds had evidently been modifi ed 
at some stage. The most signifi cant alteration 
was to the southern shed, where the openings 
in three sides of the building were blocked 
with brick, limiting the access to the south-
eastern side. The northern shed appears to 
have remained open-sided, although several 
brick pillars were built against the original 
walls. These may have been intended as 
foundations for the addition or alteration of 
the loft space. 

Evidence for the rectangular enclosure 
shown by the Ordnance Survey to have 
encompassed the sheds was also discovered, 
and this had evidently comprised brick 
posts and a timber fence. Another fence 
line identifi ed within the enclosure had 
formed a partition that probably funnelled 
the deer into the southern shed.





The remains defi ning the western end of the 
southern deer shed (GMAU Archive)

The remains of the northern deer shed (GMAU Archive)

The excavated remains of the deer 
sheds, superimposed on the Ordnance 

Survey map of 1874-6
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Further investigation of this part of the Old Park 
was carried out in 2013, when an archaeological 
watching brief was maintained during the 
construction of the visitor reception building. This 
new building occupies a low-lying area on the slope 
of a small valley that falls to the south-west.

Buried structural remains were exposed across 
a shallow trench excavated for new services 
a short distance to the east of the deer sheds 
discovered in 2009. These remains included 
two parallel walls, which were both two 
courses wide, and clearly represented building 
foundations. The fabric of the walls comprised 
hand-made bricks set in a lime-based mortar, 
consistent with an early nineteenth-century 
construction date.

A brick surface was also revealed between the two 
walls, and whilst this was rather fragmentary, it 
had evidently been well made and laid carefully 
to create a 4m-wide track. A stone gutter placed 
along the edge of the track was probably intended 
to provide drainage for rainwater dripping from 
the roof of the building.

Another section of what was probably the same 
brick track was exposed a short distance to the 
north-east. This was similarly 4m wide, and 
survived largely intact for a length of at least 
30m. It comprised a combination of hand-made 
bricks and small stone blocks, which had been 
bonded in mortar to create a robust surface. 
Curiously, this substantial track is not marked 
on the historical mapping, suggesting that it 
was only in use for a short period.

The remains of the deer sheds identifi ed 
during the watching brief in 2013

Remains of a stone gutter along the edge of the brick surface

Section of the track leading from the early deer sheds
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The position of the two brick walls revealed during the 
watching brief correspond closely to the outline of the deer 
sheds shown on the tithe map of 1839, seemingly representing 
elements of both buildings. Based on this evidence, it may be 
concluded that these deer sheds had been demolished in the 
mid-nineteenth century, and replaced with new buildings to 
the west. The rationale for this is not entirely clear, although 
it is possible that the original location, situated in a natural 
hollow, was too damp, and a site on the slightly higher ground 
to the west was preferable. Scrutiny of the historical mapping 
certainly indicates that the natural drainage channels in this area 
were modifi ed, suggesting that localised fl ooding was an issue. 

The tithe map of 1839 depicts a meandering open stream fl owing 
south-west from the edge of the moat. Evidence from the watching 
brief showed that a large track followed the same direction, taking a 
route to the deer sheds along the edge of a small valley created by 
the stream. The Ordnance Survey map of 1874-6 shows the stream 
fl owing along an artifi cially straightened course, which was joined by 
a new channel controlled by sluices from the moat. By this date, the 
access track to the new deer sheds approached from the south-east, 
superseding the original track and its route from the north-east. This 
suggests that the modifi cations to the stream had formed part of a wider 
remodelling scheme. The next edition of Ordnance Survey mapping, 
published in 1910, shows that further landscaping works had been 
carried out in this area, which included a new ornamental pond and 
fountain, and the enclosure of the stream in a buried culvert. 

In the wider estate, an excavation carried out in 1994 by the National Trust in conjunction with 
STAG targeted a row of three, small, brick-built houses in Little Bollington, known as Park Lane 
Cottages. These were known to have been dwellings since the mid-nineteenth century, but were 
demolished in 1959, having been damaged during an air-raid in 1942. The excavation revealed the 
brick foundations of the cottages, together with rear yards that had been surfaced with a mixture 
of cobbles and fl agstones. A stone-lined well was also discovered in one of the yards. Whilst this 
was only a small-scale excavation, the results were signifi cant, demonstrating that the cottages had 
originated in the early eighteenth century as a single structure, which is likely to have been a barn.









 










The location of the brick surfaces and walls 
of the earlier deer sheds, superimposed on 

the tithe map of 1839

The Ordnance Survey map of 1910, 
showing the development of the natural 
drainage system to the west of the hall
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Following the death of the tenth Earl of Stamford in 1976, the National Trust acquired Dunham 
Massey. The National Trust is an independent charity, with over four million members. In addition 
to the Dunham Massey Estate, it presently curates more than 300 historic houses, 40 castles, 400 
factories and mines, 206 mills, 160 gardens, and over 73,000 archaeological sites.

The centrepiece of the estate is Dunham Hall and 
the Old Park, which in 2011 attracted over 223,000 
visitors. The hall has been sympathetically conserved, 
which contains more than 22,000 items, ranging 
from small household goods to furniture and textiles, 
representing one of the National Trust’s largest 
collections of objects. These objects, together with 
the hall, offer a unique insight into the eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century lives of the Earls of Warrington 
and Stamford, and also their servants and workers. 
The national importance of the hall is refl ected in its 
status as a Grade I Listed Building.

Immediately outside of the hall, an extensive scheme of 
replanting has led to the creation of one of the North West’s 
great gardens. This contains Britain’s largest winter garden 
and a spectacular new rose garden, which opened in May 
2013. The Old Park also forms an area where the history of 
the estate can be appreciated, and its national signifi cance has 
resulted in its designation as a Grade II* Registered Park and 
Garden. Many of the trees within the Old Park represent early 
plantings and they refl ect elements of the early eighteenth-
century formal park, as seen in John Harris’ paintings. The 
Park also contains several signifi cant ancillary buildings 
dating to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Like the 
Park, these buildings are also nationally signifi cant, and have 
been afforded Listed Building status. 

Dunham Massey Today

Pewterware from Dunham Hall’s kitchen

The Temple in the Old Park, a Grade II Listed Building, which 
functioned originally as an eighteenth-century summerhouse. This 

summerhouse lies adjacent to the visitors’ car park
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Modern changes have inevitably 
occurred across the wider area, 
which have obscured the estate’s 
early history. These include 
landscaping of the New Park in 
order to convert it into a golf course, 
and the creation of a reservoir 
within its boundaries. New houses 
have also been constructed on the 
fringes of Altrincham, and many 
of the late nineteenth-century fi eld 
boundaries have been removed, 
which themselves replaced early 
divisions within the landscape. 

In terms of its buildings, however, 
the estate retains much of its 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 
character. This is particularly 
evident in the Georgian, Victorian, 
and Edwardian farms and cottages 
that survive across the estate, the 
majority of which have distinctive 
dark red doors or door frames, 
and guttering. Again, the national 
importance of these has been 
recognised by virtue of their Listed 
Building status. 

The Orangery, a Grade II Listed Building, 
which lies in Dunham Hall garden

A dovecote and farm buildings 
at Home Farm, an eighteenth-

century Grade II Listed Building, 
which lies immediately south-east 

of Dunham Old Park.
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This booklet has summarised all the archaeological investigations that have been carried out across 
the Dunham Massey Estate over the past 35 years. All of these archaeological projects have received 
direct involvement and/or guidance from the National Trust, which employs a dedicated Regional 
Archaeologist. The Regional Archaeologist provides the National Trust with archaeological advice, 
making recommendations for appropriate levels of investigation, and also oversees any archaeological 
work at its properties. In addition, the Regional Archaeologist maintains and updates the National 
Trust’s Historic Environment Record. This valuable database holds details of all the archaeological 
sites and historic buildings/structures within its properties.  
 
Although the Dunham Massey Estate has been subject to a wide range of archaeological 
investigation, the principal driving force has been the National Trust’s desire to manage and 
conserve the estate’s historic environment effectively. This has resulted in the completion of a 
detailed Historic Landscape Survey of the entire estate in order to identify all known sites of 
archaeological and historical importance. Whilst this enabled the historical evolution of the estate 
to be charted, it also assessed the signifi cance of the estate’s historic sites, and identifi ed areas 
and sites that required conservation. Associated work has involved producing accurate records of 
the estate’s remains, particularly its houses and farm buildings. This has entailed archaeological 
building surveying and recording, completed by amateur groups such as STAG, and also by 
professional archaeologists, commissioned by the National Trust. 

Other programmes of archaeological work at Dunham have been driven by research, and designed 
to gain a greater understanding of specifi c elements of the Dunham Estate. This has necessitated 
documentary research, excavation, and survey, and the results of some of this work have contributed 
to an overview of the archaeology of the wider region.
 
Modern development has also driven archaeological investigation on the estate. This type of 
archaeological work is widespread across England. It is normally funded by the developers, and is 
carried out by professional archaeological units, such as OA North and Matrix Archaeology. This 
type of archaeology has occurred in Dunham Old Park, including the excavations undertaken by 
UMAU prior to enlarging the visitor car park in 2008-9, and the construction of the visitor reception 
building to the north of the hall in 2012-13. Prior to building this new infrastructure, a scheme 
of archaeological investigation was devised in consultation with the archaeological curators for 
Greater Manchester. Their remit is to provide planning advice prior to any new development, 

Research, Development, and Public Engagement
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which might have an impact on buried and/or upstanding archaeological remains. This advice is 
in accordance with national guidelines, specifi cally those now covered by the National Planning 
Policy Framework, which was introduced in March 2012. In this instance, the curators provided a 
series of recommendations in conjunction with the National Trust’s Regional Archaeologist, and 
this resulted in a combined programme of work. This work included archaeological assessment 
and excavation prior to the construction of the new car park and visitor reception building, and 
archaeological observation during the construction of these features. 

A further type of archaeology that has occurred within the Dunham Estate is that designed specifi cally 
to engage the public. This style of archaeology is now commonplace, and is often funded by local 
authorities and/or the Heritage Lottery Fund. One such event at Dunham Massey was arranged in 2010 
by the National Trust, in conjunction with SMART and OA North. This formed part of a two-week 
archaeology-themed event that included training workshops, excavation, and survey, and enabled 
members of the local community to experience the excitement of archaeological discovery.

 Dunham’s community archaeology project
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‘Digging at Dunham’ 2010
This hugely successful project 
followed on from an initial 
exploratory trench that was 
excavated by members of SMART 
and the Volunteer Estate Rangers in 
2009, which revealed well-preserved 
remains of the seventeenth-century 
dairy or stable complex. The 
subsequent project was funded by 
the Heritage Lottery Fund, and 
enabled more than 78 volunteers to 
participate in an archaeological excavation and geophysical survey, and attracted thousands 
of additional visitors who took part in the associated activities. 

Five trenches were placed across the footprint of the dairy/stables, whilst the geophysical 
survey investigated the site of the adjacent eighteenth-century pheasantry. Well-preserved 
remains of the building complex were revealed at a shallow depth in the eastern trenches. 
Those trenches to the west, however, demonstrated that, whilst buried remains survived at 
depth, the ground level had been raised quite considerably as a result of twentieth-century 
landscaping. Excavation was thus focused on determining the exact position of the buried 
walls, rather than the excavation of the entire footprint of the buildings. 








Excavating a brick yard 
surface of a probable 

seventeenth-century date

The location of the geophysical 
survey and trenches excavated 
during the ‘Digging Dunham’ 

project in 2010

Remains of the seventeenth-century buildings excavated by 
SMART in 2009
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A large and interesting collection of artefacts, mainly pottery, was 
recovered from the landscaping deposits that were excavated. 
These had been dumped deliberately in order to raise the ground 
level, and included fragments of plates, saucers, dishes and 
bottles. At least two of the plates were decorated with the Grey 
family crest, whilst another bore a solitary ‘S’, presumably for 
the Earl of Stamford.

Other intriguing fi nds included a brick with the numbers 1-9 inscribed on its surface twice, 
perhaps used as a teaching aid, and a virtually complete blown-glass electric light bulb of an 
early date. As a group, the date of the fi nds from the levelling deposits closely matched the 
return of the ninth Earl of Stamford to Dunham Massey in 1905, and provided a fascinating 
and tangible insight into life at the hall in the early Edwardian period.
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The unusual brick inscribed with 
the numbers 1-9

Artefacts being excavated 
from one of the trenches

Part of a plate with the Earl of 
Stamford’s mark on the underside

The Grey family crest and motto ‘A ma puissance’ (to 
the upmost of my power) on excavated plate fragments

The blown-glass 
light bulb
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1362     First documented reference to a park at Dunham, and an implication that the castle 
              had been superseded by a new hall

1173     Hamo de Mascy recorded as holding the castle of Dunham and of Ullerswood 
             (another castle on the River Bollin) against Henry II during the Great Revolt of 1173-4

1410-11    First documented reference to a house at Dunham with a hall, chapel, treasury, 
                  kitchen, stable and moat

1434     First recorded mention of the Higher (later the New Park)

c 1616     The present water corn mill built

1616     Medieval hall replaced by a new mansion

1650s     The chapel and new southern range built to form enclosed inner courtyard

1697     First formal avenues of trees planted in Old Park

1740     Slaughterhouse and deer barn built to the south of the hall

1779     New greenhouses added to the kitchen garden

1783     The Great Gallery altered by John Hope

1789-90     The front of the south range rebuilt by John Hope, and new lawns added

1800     New wash-house built

1860s     Corn mill converted to a saw mill

1942     New Park requisitioned as an American army camp, later a prisoner-of-war camp

1976     Dunham Massey bequeathed to the National Trust by the tenth Earl of Stamford

1880s     Gas lighting installed

1880s-1917     Main estate farmlands changed from arable to dairy enterprise

1906     Dunham Hall remodelled by Compton Hall for the ninth Earl of Stamford

1822     John Shaw commissioned by the sixth Earl of Stamford to remodel the interior of the hall, 
             and build houses for the farm steward and staff, carpenters' workshop and smithy

1720-30     Two new stable blocks, brew-house, bakehouse and kitchen court built 
                  by John Norris for the second Earl of Warrington

Dunham Massey Timeline
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Glossary
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cal BC: radiocarbon dates that have been calibrated using tree-ring data.
cornice: a projecting moulding, which is commonly positioned along 

a wall (wall-cornice), or where a roof overhangs the wall of 
a building (eaves-cornice). 

Cropmarks: seasonal marks caused by the differential growth of crops above 
buried archaeological features. Generally, buried ditches and 
large pits contain more moisture and fertile soil, which promotes 
the growth of taller crops that often ripen later. Conversely, 
buried walls contain less moisture and are less fertile, and this 
creates stunted crops, whose growth has been retarded. These 
different patterns of growth are often visible from the air, and 
can reveal the outlines of ancient settlements and fi eld systems.  

Geophysical Survey: a collection of scientifi c instruments used to map buried 
archaeological remains. These instruments include those 
measuring electrical resistance, magnetic differences, or 
those that employ ground penetrating radar. 

Motte-and-bailey: a medieval fortifi cation consisting of a mound (motte), 
surmounted by a timber or stone keep, which is surrounded 
by an enclosed courtyard (bailey).

Pediment: a low-pitched triangular gable that can be positioned over a 
Classical-style entrance or above a window. 

Prospect mound: an artifi cial mound created as a viewing platform. 
These mounds were a common feature of seventeenth- 
and eighteenth-century formal gardens and were often 
surmounted by a gazebo.

Resistivity meter: a geophysical survey instrument, which measures the 
differences in the soil’s electrical resistance in order to 
map below-ground archaeology. Generally, low resistance 
features include buried ditches and pits, whilst high resistance 
features comprise buried walls.

Tumulus: a mound of earth and stones raised over a grave. Also known as 
a barrow or burial mound. .55.
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